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Integrity (Probity) –  Evidence of ethical behaviour in a process. Probity is defined as complete and confirmed integrity, 
uprightness and honesty. It contributes to sound procurement processes that give equal opportunities for all participants. 
Integrity (probity) in decision-making facilitates observable and highly desirable conditions: (a) value-for-money (b) 
impartiality and equitable treatment (c) removal of improper influence (d) accountability and transparency (e) confidentiality.

Procurement Foundations
1. Is there a robust governance framework that includes such things as a RACI matrix addressing delegated authorities, 

code of conduct, confidentiality arrangements, security of information, conflict of interest arrangements, gifts benefits 

and entertainment policy, mandatory reporting, whistleblowing policy, etc? Does this clearly apply to procurement 

activities? Are the governance elements applied to procurement activities as standard practice?

2. Does the board of directors and senior management maintain a strong controlled approach to procurement activities 

that promote transparency and ethical conduct through a clear tone at the top in both messaging and action?

3. Does the board of directors ensure it receives adequate risk information in relation to significant procurements, including 

early indicators of emerging risks, to support constructive debate and challenge?

4. Is probity integrated into procurement planning and procurement administration? Are procurement policies and 

responsibilities clearly defined specifically for the organisation? Are they detailed in a well-defined procurement 

framework that is regularly reviewed and updated? Are procurement probity requirements mandated within the 

organisation?

5. How does the board of directors and audit committee satisfy themselves the organisation has a good corporate ‘lived 

culture’, strong ethical backbone, and procurement integrity safeguards?

 
Procurement Process
6. Are there formal business rules governing procurements including requirement for detailed procurement risk 

assessments?

7. Have procurement policy and business rules been disseminated throughout the organisation so people know what the 

policy and rules are? Does this include awareness activities to both internal and external stakeholders involved with 

procurements?

8. Are procurement policy and business rules visible to top management, audit committee and board of directors?

9. Is there a formal approach to identify significant (large / complex / sensitive / risky) procurements? Does this include a 

tiered system that becomes more rigorous according to significance of procurements?

10. Is independent probity appointed to oversight significant procurements?

11. Is there a procurement assurance budget and resources? Are the budget and resources adequate?

12. Is there a detailed and approved procurement plan prepared for every significant procurement? Is the procurement plan 

supported by a robust business case? Is there independent probity oversight of the procurement process? Is this actively 

monitored by senior management, audit committee and board of directors?

13. Are periodic integrated procurement and probity reports prepared for the audit committee and board of directors at key 

stages of the procurement process? Do they have visibility of risks and probity activities over significant procurements?

14. Are independent reviews or audits periodically performed to assure the procurement and integrity process is operating 

as intended?
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Procurement Evaluation and Oversight
15. Do procurement evaluation panel members have subject matter expertise of the procurement topics they are 

evaluating? Are they supported by a robust and approved evaluation methodology?

16. Is an independent non-voting probity advisor or probity auditor appointed to provide oversight of evaluation and 

evaluation panel deliberations for significant procurements? Does the probity advisor or probity auditor report 

independent of the procurement function and evaluation panel?

17. Is the probity advisor or probity auditor involved in all components of the procurement rather than just evaluation panel 

deliberations (a) tender planning including tender documents (b) tender lodgement and opening (c) bid evaluation (d) 

negotiation (e) awarding the contract including the contract documents (f) debriefing unsuccessful bidders?

18. Are probity reports provided to (a) senior management throughout the procurement process (b) audit committee at key 

stages of significant procurements?

19. Are significant procurement activities reported in a transparent way?

20. Are unsuccessful bidders provided with a debrief and advised how to better prepare future bid submissions?

The Big Question
How does management, the audit committee and board of directors clearly know there is sound and transparent  

integrity around procurements?
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